Roles of receptor tyrosine kinases in Drosophila development.
Communication between cells is a fundamental component of development and morphogenesis. Identification of the molecules mediating cell-cell communication is crucial for elucidation of the molecular basis of these processes. Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) appear to play a central role in this context by transmitting into cells information dictating their fate. The functions of RTKs in Drosophila are extremely diverse, and include maternal determination of embryonic polarity (torso and torpedo), determination of neuroblast identity (faint little ball), and guidance of tracheal cell migration in the embryo (breathless). During compound eye development, RTKs affect the number of photoreceptor clusters (Ellipse) and the determination of photoreceptor R7 identity (sevenless). The phenotypes of mutations in RTK loci serve as a starting point for understanding processes dictating cell identity at the level of the whole organism. Recently, they have also begun to provide a basis for selection of second-site suppressor mutations, encoding additional elements in their signal transduction pathway. Common themes between the functions, regulation, and signal transduction pathways of Drosophila RTKs are drawn.